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AMMA COLONIES DESIGN GUIDaINES
This document represents an analysis of historical and contemporary data on
the Amana Colonies, a National Historic Landmark of seven villages in eastern
Iowa. The design guidelines contained herein represent a distillation of
preservation issues and guidelines developed from the cultural resource
surveys of the Colonies and the conservation strategies that emerged from the
first survey (1977), from the Pfflana Colonies Land Use District "Land Use Plan
-- Phase II 11 (1986), from the Secretary of the Interior's 1'Standards for
Rehabilitation• (rev., 1983), and from the consultants 1 own analysis of the
design features of the Colonies.

rrr studying this special environment, we were reminded often of the meaning of
the term 11 Pfflana,t' interpreted locally as "remain faithful," 11 remain true."
That expression seems an apt preservation philo sophy for this landmark and it
has guided our preparation of design standards. We have chosen to interpret
the wishes of the Pinana Trustees and the Historic Preservation Commission as
having the villages and their individual buildings "remain true 1' to the
culture of the colonies and the design character of the villages of the 1932
era.
The theoretical framework for the guidelines' document is that of the
Secretary of the Interior 1 s Standards for Rehabilitation:

z ..

Every reasonable effort shall be made to provide a compatible use for a
property which requires minimal alteration of the building, structure,
or site and its environment, or ta use a property for its originally
inten ded purpose.·
The distinguishing original qualities or character of a building,
structure, or site and its environment shall not be destroyed. The
removal or alteration of any historic material or distinctive
architectural features should be avoided when possible.
All buildings, structures, and sites shall be recognized as products of
their own time. Alterations that have no historical basis and which
seek to create an earlier appearance shall be discouraged.
Changes which may have taken place in �he course of time �re evid�nce of
the history and development of a build1ng, structure or s1te and 1ts
environaent. These changes may have acquired significance in their own
right, and this significance shall be recognized and respected.
Distinctive stylistic features or examples of skilled craftsmanship
which characterize a building, structure, or site shall be treated with
sensitivity.

6: ..

Deteriorated architectural features shall be repaired rather than
replaced, wherever possible. In the event replacement is necessary, the
new material should match the material being replaced in composition,

design, color, texture, and other visual qualities. Repair or
replacement or missing architectural features should be based on
accurate duplication of features, substantiated by historic, physical,
or pictorial evidence rather than on conjectual designs or the
availability of different architectural elements from other buildings or
structures.
7.

The surface cleanfng of structures shall be undertaken with the gentlest
means possible. Sandblasting and other cleaning methods that will
damage the historic building materials.shall not be undertaken.

8.

Every reasonable effort sha 11 be made to protect and preserve
archeological resources affected by, or adjacent to any project.

9.

Contemporary design for alterations and additions to existing properties
shall not be discouraged when such alterations and additions do not
destroy.significant historical, architectural or cultural material, and
such design is compatible with the size, color, material, and character
of the property, neighborhood or environment.

10.

Wherever possible, new additions or alterations to structures shall be
done in such a manner that if such additions were to be removed in the
future, the essential form and integrity of the structure would be
unimpaired.

Overall, there are four levels of preservation activity in the design
standards. These are:
1.

Conservation: By this we mean that all the standards are intended to
protect the cultural resources of the Alnanas, by giving regular
maintenance to the existing buildings, structures, and sites, and by the
timely repair of design features.

2.

Replacement: When the level of deterioration or d�mage of materials
precludes repair.

3.
4.

New Construction: additions to existing .b uildings.
New Construction: new buildings.

There is a hierarchy implied in these levels. The first, conservation,
requires aggressive action on behalf of the resources, resulting in a truest
expression of authentic Amana. Replacement is a step away from original
conditions. Once original material has been replaced there is no turning
back, and one has entered into the realm of rehabilitation. Additions to
existing buildings further extend a historic building away from its original
state. Such work often entails rehabilitation of the historic building. The
construction of new buildings is the least authentic activity in a historic

environment, and the lOOSt removed from any historic condition. However, since
most new building will take place on historic sites and always within a
historic context� no new construction will ever be completely removed from the
original environment.
What is implied in these levels is a gradually increasing flexibility as to an
owner's or a builder's options and to the parameters that surround each design
decision, with the construction of an entirely new building being the most
flexible condition and conservation of an existing structure being the least.

As it is the intention of the Colonies to carry out the rehabilitation of
their buildings, the standards are framed by that philosophy. That means that
strict restoration, taking Amana buildings back to their original condition,
or to a condition of a later time, even 1932, is not at issue here. What is
at stake 1s the preservation of a 1932 ambiance, a visual and experientia l
character that clearly and unambiguously identifies the villages a s being
Palana. Since the Colonies are intent on crea ting contemporary uses for their
historic buildings, we have compos ed guidelines that suggest what ought to
occur. Moreover, the standards have been written so that they might be
incorporated into the Historic Preservation Ordinance and regulated as part of
normal planning and zoning activity.

The standards are divided into sections of information and guidelines. Each
sec-ti on conta ins columns of nrecommended" and 11 not recommended" design
decisions or actions appropriate to each design feature. In general, there
are two concerns that go beyond the issue of individual features. There
should be no thematic architectural treatment to any part of an Amana historic
district, that is, it is inappropriate to create images of ''old Germany", "old
England", American colonial ism or any other kind of historical or cultural
reference. It is the current intrusion of these kinds of architectural
references that threaten to erode the uniqueness of the Palanas. Commercial
development has been most susceptible to borrowing other cultures, but there
has been some •colonializing 11 of houses in the form of classical porches.
Since these entrance treatments were carried out prior to 1932, they will
stand as part of the evidence of the passage of time. But no new porticos of
any kind need be built.
The second issue is that of scale. It is clear that the overall scale of the
villages is docestic or residential. Even the historical public_and_
commercial buildings have this size and presence. All construction in Amana
should reflect this scale, which includes not only the height and bulk of
buildings but the distribution of buildings on the land and the spatial
intervals among structures. Accordingly, building height regulations for all
zoning categories should be reexamined.

In preparing the guidelines it became obvious that at t�me� we wer�
recommending a standard that would be contrary to an ex1st1ng requirement 1n
the land use document. It is our opinion that certain sections of the land
use plan could be strengthened to reflect preservation philosophy and
strategy. Solle of the conflicts with land use have been noted in the body of
the guidelines and others may be addressed in discussion.

Some questions were raised during the preparation of the design guidelines
that are really beyond the scope of this document. For example, the issue of
demolition. In the first place there is a demolition application process
already in place. Secondly, it is not possible to prevent the demolition of a
historic building through design guidelines, whether or not the owner claims
to be able to afford to keep the structure or not. In our opinion, the best
foil for demolition would be conservation and regular maintenance, and, if
appropriate, minimum maintenance standards for absentee owners, to extend the
life of buildings. For persons on limited incomes, the Colonies must respond
to their condition. A common approach to that problem is for the governmental
body to establish a revolving fund with low interest loans from which owners
may take for special needs. This decision will be, in part, a political one,
and it could be thought as part of a general attempt to develop incentives for
residents to engage in preservation. Such an approach is generally more
successful than a program of disincentives such as fines. The current
guidelines for demolition are included in this document for public review.
Relatedly, the Trustees should initiate an educational program addressing the
design guidelines. Whatever can be done to clarify the purpose and use of
such standards will facilitate their application and regulation. Such a
program might include displays of appropriate materials or designs. Other
educational activities can be discussed at a later time·.
Also of interest is the issue of what role the Amanas can play in their own
destiny. How a,ch of the material needed for maintenance, repair and
replacement can be made in the Colonies, and can local authorities discover
stock materials, currently available on the construction market, that will be
suitable for use in the villages? Such assistance will go a long way toward
addressing design decisions.

As for the specific standards, they derive from the historic fabric of the
Amanas, as already identified by inventories and other studies and by our own
analysis of the design features. What we list as features are the prevailing
historic features. They have the highest frequency of occurrence. In
sumnary, it is Amana's own past that is driving the guidelines. They are your
architectural past. They are what your architectural present must be to
preserve your culture.
A few definitions:

historic: any feature present between 1855-1932

rehabilitation: The process of returning a property to a state of utility,
through repair or alteration, which makes possible an efficient con�emporary
use while preserving those portions and features of the property which are
significant to its historic, architectural, and cultural values.

primary elevations: original elevation, as fn the elevation of the original
entrance and historic elevation, where the entrance was located prior to 1932
and the current elevation.
in kind: relating to material, the same kind; as in wood for wood, or using
cedar or redwood as clapboards.
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DESIGN FOR CONSERVATION OF EXISTING BUILDINGS
slftNG FEATURES

Based on historical precedent -na buildings are to have shallow setbacks
from streets or walks, with adequate space between buildings. Streetscapes
are never solid. Although the density of structures along even the commercial
streets is moderate to moderately high, the distribution of buildings is to be
mildly irregular, with the distribution of structures throughout any village
being slightly more irregular. This density .pattern is to be maintained. The
introduction of new surface materials and colors and the removal of ancillary
buildings is to be avoided because of their effect on the appearance of
village density and spatial organization.

RECOMM ENO ED

OOT RECOMMENDED

Retaining and preserving each village's
residential scale; density; building
massing; relationship between buildings
and.streetscape features: bridges,
streets, sidewalks and footpaths,
lanterns, and fences.

Removing, changing, or relocating
the villages' historic character
of building site or features.
Moving buildings into the
vil 1 ages.

Retaining and preserving each village's Removing or relocating out
outbuildings: barns, woodsheds, chicken buildings.
houses, and the 1 i ke.
Adding streetscape and landscape
features which were not
Retaining and preserving landscape
historically present: wide side
features and open spaces: cemeteries,
walks, chain link fences, carriage
kitchen gardens, orchards, planting
lights or stylized lanterns,
materials, rabatts. and trellises.
rabatts made of railroad ties,
window flower Boxes.
Routine maintenance: cleaning building
and streetscape features, maintaining
landscape features� providing proper
drainage.

Failing to clean and maintain
streetscape and landscape features.

Permitting buildings to remain
unprotected so that windows are
broken and deterioration begins.

CONSERVATION
INFORMATION:
ROOFS

I.
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DESIGN FOR CONSERVATION OF EXISTING BUILDINGS
EXt£RiOR: ROOFS

The gable roof with a 7/12 pitch is the ,4mana roof. This rDJderately pitched
roof visually reinforces the broad rectangular body of the buildings. It is
the only roof type suitable for the colonies. Historically wood shingles were
the preferred roofing material, but asphalt shingles are popu·lar today. Amana
roofs are unornamented, but building details related to roof design include a
modest overhang with a narrow fascia, and a short gable return and bargeboards
on the gable end.
For how-to information: Preservation Briefs 4.
Buildings.

Roofing for Historic

RECOKi!ENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Retaining and preserving the historic
shape, size, roofing material, pitch,
color, and chimneys.

Changing, damaging, or demolishing
historic roofs.

Routine maintenance: clean gutters
and downspouts, replace deteriorated
flashing, check for proper venting,
check for insect infestation, provide
- adequate nailing. fo�- roofing material.
Repairing by reinforcing historic
materials which comprise roof features.

Adding features which were not
historically present: cresting,
cupolas, dormers, skylights, solar
panels, vents, or weathervanes.

Failing to clean and maintain so
that water and debris collect and
cause damage to roof, sheathing, or
structure.
Allowing nails and clips to corrode
so that roofing material is subject
to accelerated deterioration from
wind or moisture.
Allowing a leaking roof to remain
unprotected.

Removing a roofing material that is
repairable, then reconstructing it
with new material ta create a
uniform or "improved" appearance.
Replacing a roof or feature when
repair is appropriate.

Repairing a roof using a
substitute material.

CONSERVATION
INFORMATION:

MASONRY
I.
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DESIGN RJR CONSERVATION OF EXISTING BUILDINGS

EXTERIOR: MAsONRY

Masonry walls and features are of major importance in defining the historic
character of Awana buildings. While masonry is exceptionally durable, it is
most susceptible to damage by improper maintenance or repair techniques and by
harsh or abrasive cleaning methods. Historically Amana brick was locally
made, low fired, soft brick that will continue to endure with proper care.
High fired or hard brick is not suitable for existing buildings.
Most masonry conservation standards focus on methods of cleaning and
repainting.
Masonry should be protected by providing proper drainage so that water does
not stand on flat, horizontal surfaces or accumulate in curved decor�_tive
features.

Based on historical precedent, chimneys are interior types, although many are
placed on the inside of an endwall. In the latter case no chimney feature-
foundation, breast or stack--is exposed on the exterior. Placement a)ong the
roof follows three patterns: center, on one end, on both ends. Chimneys are
brick with little ornamentation; sometimes the stack has a corbel of 2 or 3
bricks, or a series of single bricks repeated at regular intervals up the
stack or a short base for the stack as it emerges from the roof.
Masonry subjects in this section:
1. cladding, brick and sandstone
2. foundations and plinths
3. chimneys

For how-to infonnation: Preservation Briefs 1. The Cleaning and Waterproof
Coating of Masonry Bui1dings; Preservation Briefs 2. Repainting Mortar Joints
in Historic Brick Buildings; Preservation Briefs ·6. Dangers of Abrasive
Cleaning to Historic Buildings.

CONSERVATION
INFORMATION:

MASONRY
I.
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DESIGN R>R CONSERVATION OF EXISTING BUILDINGS� continued
EXTERIOR: MASONRY

RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Retaining and preserving masonry walls
and features: chimneys, ·door and
window arches, sills, quoins, and
plinths.

Removing or changing masonry walls
or· features.

rz,,i.tr�

Adding features which were not
historically present.
Replacing or rebuilding portions of
masonry walls or features that could
be repaired.
Applying paint, stucco, or other
coatings to masonry which has been
uncoated.

Routine maintenance: check for
leaking roofs and gutters� building
settlement, water accumulation and
and movement, and mortar joints.

Altering the placement, size, shape,
material, or profile of chimneys,
door and window arches, sills,
quoins, and plinths.

Cleaning masonry only when necessary
to halt deterioration or remove heavy
soiling.

Sandblasting brick or stone
surfaces.

Cleaning masonry surfaces with the
gentlest method possible: low
pressure water, mild detergents,
natural bristle brushes.
Repairing masonry walls and features
by repainting mortar joints when there
is evidence of deterioration by hand
raking the joints and duplicating old
mortar in strength, composition, color,
texture, and joint profile and width.
Repainting joints with a f1ush profile
no wider than 1/2"; light brown color.

Cleaning with water or liquid
chemicals during freezing
temperatures.
Cleaning with methods that damage
masonry: leaving chemicals on
masonry surfaces or applying high
pressure water.
Removing nondeteriorated roortar from
sound joints, then repainting the
entire building to achieve a uniform
appearance.
Using electric saws and hammers
rather than hand tools to remove
mortar.

CONSERVATION
INFORMATION: 10
MASONRY
I.

DESIGN RlR CONSERVATION OF EXISTING BUILDINGS� continued
EXTERIOR: MASONRY

Repainting with mortar of high
portland cement content or with a
synthetic caulking.

Using a "scrub" coating technique to
repaint instead of traditional
repainting method.
Changing the joint profile, width.
or color when repainting.

CONSERVATION
INFORMATION: 11

MASONRY

I.

DESIGN R>R CONSERVATION OF EXISTING BUILDINGS
EXTERIOR: MASONRY

RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Repairing masonry by patching or
consolidating with the htstoric
element as the prototype for
appropriate material, size, and
range of colors.

Replacing masonry features when
repair and limited replacement of
deteriorated or missing parts are
appropriate.

Using hard-fired bricks that do not
convey the visual appearance of the
surviving parts of the masonry.
Applying waterproof, water
repellent, or non-historic coatings
as a substitute for repainting and
masonry repairs.

CONSERVATION
INFORMATION:
WOOD

I.
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DESIGN RJR CONSERVATION OF EXISTING BUILDINGS

EXTERIOR:

ctAPsoARo ANO wooo FEATIJRES

Clapboard is the principal cladding material of the Alnanas, but the proportion
of clapboard to brick clad buildings varies village to vHlage·.-·-The-re ar-e -·· ·· -· ------·
also buildings with combinations of cladding. Wood has always been left
unadorned, even natural. If painted, the color- is plain. Wood in all its
uses is a character defining element for the Alnanas.
For how-to information: ·Preservation Briefs.a. Aluminum and Vinyl Sidings an
Historic Buildings; Preservation Briefs Io. Exterior Paint Problems on
Historic Woodwork.
RECQf,f,1 END ED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Retaining and preserving clapboard
and all wood features: cornice,
fascia, bargeboards, gable returns,
cornerboards, door and window trim.

Removing or changing wood features
which are not original.
Adding non-historic features:
dentils, pentroofs, elaborate
cornices and moldings, decorative
gable· finishes, shutters, change of
materials in gable end, e.g.,
shingles or stucco and timber
framing.
Allowing wood cladding or features
to deteriorate.
Not maintaining wooden elements on a
cyclical schedule.

Routine maintenance: caulking in
vertical joints and seams, checking
for insect and fungus infestation,
cleaning and repairing gutters, and
checking for cracks and holes in siding.
Applying wood preservative or stain
to clapboard that allows aging.

Caulking horizontal joints.
Introducing cellulose or fiberglass
bat insulation in wood frame
buildings.
Painting clapboards white or a color
to approximate weathered and aged
wood.
Painting wood features colors other
than white.

CONSERVATION
INFORMATION: 13
WOOD

I.

DESIGN FOR CONSERVATON OF EXISTING BUILDINGS Y continued
EXTERIOR: Ci.APBOARO AND WOOD FEATURES

RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Repairing clapboard or wood features
by piecing-in or otherwise reinforcing
the wood.

Using substitute material that does
not convey the visual appearance of
the historic features.

Removing a wood feature that is
unrepairable and not replacing it.

CONSERVATION
INFORMATION:
ENTRANCES
I.
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DESIGN FOR CONSERVATION OF EXISTING BUILDINGS
EXTERIOR: EMTRAitCES

Most Amana entrances were on the broad side of buildings, on axis with the
center 1 i ne of the elevation, with a short stoop-type po-rch-("2.:s-··steps). w·ith____ ·- ·-- ---a wood rail, with a paneled door often topped with a transom. Over time some
stoops were augmented by hoods or roofs. Two types have been common,
pedimented (triangular) or segmental hoods and narrow shed· or gable roors·:· - -··· ---· -·----- ·
The roofs were sometimes supported by straight, narrow, often square posts.
There is little historical evidence suggesting posts were part of local
tradition. Hoods are supported by brackets.
The entrance door is typically a four panel type, with no glass, featuring
Amana hardware in rim lock and handle.
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Retaining and preserving historic
Removing, changing, or relocating
location, size and architectural
historic architectural features of
features of entries: hood or dripcap,
entries.
brackets, transom, door, trim, hardware,
railing, and steps.
Removing an entrance because the
building has been reoriented to
accommodate a new use.
r.> �R �P.lf' t.J,cf"

Cutting new entrances on a primary
elevation.

�f

1-l�M

Installing patio, terrace, sliding,
double or french doors.

�

Adding inappropriate elements:
classical porticoes, columns,
pilasters, colonial elements,
sidefights, fanlights, awnings,
decorative elements.
Retaining and preserving historic
location, size, and architectural
features of side porches.

Routine maintenance: regular painting
or application of prot�ti�e coating,
caulking and weatherstr1pp1ng.

.

-

Failing to maintain entries on a
cyclical schedule.
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CONSERVATION
INFORMATION:
ENTRANCES

I.
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DESIGN FOR CONSERVATION OF EXISTING BUILDINGS, continued
EXtatloR: ENTRANCES

RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Installing wooden storm doors that do
not interfere with the htstoric door.
Wooden storm doors may be pafnted
white t treated with wood preservative t
or with a stain that allows aging to
show.

Replacing a wood paneled door with
any other type or material.

Installing metal or aluminum storm
doors or those that obscure original
doors.
Adding porches, decks, terraces, or
patios.

Treating wood entry features with wood
preservative t stain that allows aging
to show, or white paint.
Protecting, maintaining; and repairing
wooden or concrete stoops (landing
and steps).

Protecting and maintaining historic
wooden doors and hardware.

Repairing by piecing-in, splicing.
consolidating, or other reinforcing.

Replacing elements when repair is
possible.

Using substitute materials for
missing or deteriorated elements.

CONSERVATION
INFORMATION:
WINDOWS

I.
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DESIGN FOR CONSERVATION OF EXISTING BUILDINGS

EXTERIOR: WINDOWS

Historically, the fenestration, the pattern of window placement, in Pmana ----�---- --· -·--·buildings has been both symmetrical and asynnetrical. tn-·the foriner-caSe
window openings appear at regular and predictable intervals and it is the
dominant pattern, no d oubt related to the high incidence of masonry
construction. Window placement varies from the gable end to ·the broad side,
but on both elevations windows are not placed close to the outside edge of the
building. Windows are nat paired or grouped.in multiples. Windows on the
first floor, however, are closer together than windows on the second story.
On the first floor the distance between the entrance and the first window, on
both sides, is wide. This placement pattern facilitates a strong facade
design. Chimney position influenced window placement on the gable side. For
example, chimneys on this end were frequently bracketed by small attic
windows. Buildings with interior chimneys very often have a single attic
window in line with the ridgepole of the roof.
Functional and decorative features in existing buildings should be retained
because windows are character-defining features of Amana buildings. The wood
which comprises the window frame, sash, muntins, and trim should be protected
and maintained on a cyclical basis so that deterioration does not occur.
Windows should be repaired when possible. Those which are split, checked or
rotting should be strengthened and stabilized. When parts of the frame or
sash are so badly deteriorated that they cannot be stabilized there are
methods which permit the retention of some of the original fabric. A window
which is repaired should be made energy efficient by weatherstripping to
reduce air infiltration; Historic windows should not be replaced with sash,
or obscured with stonn windows, which do not fit the historic character.
For how-to infonnation:
Wooden Windows.

Preservation Briefs:

9.

The repair of Historic

CONSERVATION
INFORMATION: 17
WINDOWS

I.

DESIGN RlR CONSERVATION OF EXISTING BUILDINGS, continued
EXTERIOR: WINDOWS ·

RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Retaining and preserving historic
architectural features: ·frames,
sash, muntins, glass, trim, dripcaps,
sills, and lintels.

Removing or changing historic
windows.

· t. 11-1-rt-v

Changing the number, location, size,
or glass.
Cutting new openings.
Reducing the size of the opening by
blocking-in windows to use a
smaller, modern sash or covering
over windows entirely.

3-J,11.,1,,
[,,__· ______

Installing replacement sash which
does not fit historic character:
awning, bay, bow, casement,
fanlight, hopper, horizontal,
picture, shaped tops, or transom
other than those specified in
entrances, Section II.

Changing the material, finish or
Routine maintenance: paint removal;
repair of sash; reglazing, if necessary; color of: the sash, frame, muntins,
glazing pattern, reflectivity or
repair of frame; caulking and
color of glass.
weatherstripping; repainting.
Installing shutters or awnings.

Not m�intaining windows on a
cyclical schedule.

CONSERVATION
INFORMATION:
WINDOWS

I.

DESIGN RlR CONSERVATION OF EXISTING BUILDINGS, continued

EXTERIOR:

WINDOWS

RECOMMENDED

Installing storm windows that do not
interfere with the glazing pattern of
historic windows.

EfE
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NOT RECOMMENDED

Installing storm windows which· ---- --- ----
obscure historic glazing patterns.

I

Installing interior storm windows.
See Preservation Tech Notes: Windows,
Number 9. Interior Storm Windows:
Magnet1c Seal.
Repairing by piecing-in; splicing,
consolfdating, or other reinforcing.

Installing aluminum or metal storm
windows.
Replacing windows when repair is
possible.

Failing to reuse original window
hardware: lifts, sash locks. etc.

CONSERVATION
INFORMATION:

STRUCTURE

I.
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DESIGN R>R CONSERVATION OF EXISTING BUILDINGS
INTERIOR: STRUcruRAL S?STsit

The maintenance of structure is directly related to the preservation of the
integrity of the form and the organization of space. Given the ..·structurar-- --· ------
system of M!ana buildings bracing and splicing and similar tactics will
sustain the structure. Insects and moisture are the enemies.
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Retaining and preserving historic
structural systems and features:
post and beam, balloon framing, masonry
loadbearing walls, above grade stone
foundations, trusses, rafters.

Removing, covering, or changing
stru�tural systems important in
defining the historic character of
the building.

Routine maintenance: cleaning roof
gutters and downspouts; replacing roof
flashing; inspecting structural members
for· insect infestation, nx:>isture
damage, and settlement damage.

Examining and evaluating the physical
condition of the structural system
and features using non-destructive
techniques: x-ray photography.
Repairing the structural system and
features by augmenting or upgrading,
e.g., splicing, bracing, reinforcing
floor framing.

Putting a new use into the building
which could overload the existing
structural system.
Installing equipment or mechanical
systems which could damage the
structure.

Demolishing a loadbearing masonry
wall that could be augmented and
retained.

Using treatments or products that
accelerate deterioration, e.g.,
introducing ureaformaldehyde foam
insulation into frame walls.
Failing to provide proper building
mainte_nance on a cyclical basis.

Using destructive probing techniques
that dama9e or destroy structural
material.

Leaving structural problems
untreated: deflection of beams,
cracking and bowing of walls, etc.

REPLACEMENT
INFORMATION:
STRUCTURE

II.
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DESIGN FOR REPLACEMENT aEMEMTS FUR EXISTING BUILDINGS, continued
INTERIOR: sfflOcTORAL SYSTEM

RECOr,t,tENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Replacing in kind missing or
extensively deteriorated ·portions
of the structural system or
features.

Replacing a structural member or
feature when it could be augmented
and retained.

Using historical system or
feature as the prototype for
replacement.

Installing a replacement feature
that does not convey the same visual
appearance, e.g., replacing an
exposed wooden beam with a steel
beam.
Replacing a loadbearing ma.sonry wall
with a new wall, using the historic
masonry only as an exterior veneer.

Using substitute material that does
not equal the loadbearing capacities
of the historic material and design.
Using substitute material that is
physically or chemically
incompatible with the historic
material and design •

..

N�� CONSTRUCTION
INFORMATION: 21
STRUCTURE
III.

DESIGN FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION
INTERIOR: STRUClURAL SYSTEMS

These standards are conceived for both large and small buildings but given the
size of Amana structures some of these may apply to the reuse ..of large . - -···
buildings such as barns. There are also implications here for the conversion
of residential units into co11111ercial buildings.
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

For additions:
Limiting any new excavations
adjacent to historic foundations
to avoid undermining the structural
stability of the historic buildings.

Excavating or regrading adjacent to
or within a historic building which
would cause the foundation to settle,
shift, or fail.

Correcting structur.al deficiencies
in a manner that preserves the
structural system and individual
character-defining features.

Designing and installing new mechanical
or electrical systems which minimize
the number of cutouts or holes in
structural members.
Adding a new floor if such an
alteration does not damage or destroy
the structural system or obscure,
damage, or destroy character-defining
spaces, features, or finishes.
Creating an atrium or light well to
provide natural light in a manner that
assures the preservation of the
structural system as well as
character-defining interior spaces,
feature, and finishes.

Radically changing interior spaces,
damaging or destroying features or
finishes that are character-defining.
Install ing new mechanical and elect
rical systems or equipment in a
manner which results in numerous
cuts, splices, or alterations to the
structural members.
Inserting a new floor when such a
radical change damages a structural
system or obscures or destroys
interior spaces, features, or
finishes.
Inserting new floors or furred-down
ceilings which cut across the glazed
areas.of windows.

Damaging the structural system or
features; radically changing,
damaging or destroying character
defining interiors in order to create
an atrium or light wall.

CONSERVATION
INFORMATION:
-MECHANICAL

I.
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DESIGN RlR CONSERVATION OF EXISTING BUILDINGS

INTERIOR: MECHANICAL svsrets

Whether conserving� replacing or adding new space to existing structures the
preservation of visable mechanical systems maintains the ambiance and
historical context of a building.
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Retaining and preserving visable
feat�res of early mechanical systems,
e.g., heating, electrical and
plumbing and their features:
radiators, vents, fans, grilles,
plumbing fixtures, switchplates,
and lights.

Removing·, changing� or relocating
visable features of historic
mechanical systems.

Routine maintenance:
cyclical cleaning of systems;
checking for adequate ventilation
of attics, crawlspaces, and cellars.

Repairing mechanical systems by
augmenting or upgrading system parts,
such as installing new pipes and ducts;
rewiring; or adding new compressors or boilers.

Failing to provide maintenance on a
cyclical schedule.
Enclosing mechanical systems in areas
that are not adequately ventilated.

Replacing a mechanical system or its
functional parts when it could be
upgraded and retained.

REPLACEMENT
INFORMATION: 23
MECHANICAL
II.

DESIGN FOR REPLACEMENT aEMENTS FOR EXISTING BUILDINGS
INTERIOR: MECHAHicAL SYSTEkS

These recommendations are especia 11 y appropriate for commerc ia 1 or p·ubl i c
projects.
REC0""1ENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Replacing in kind, or with compatible
substitute material, those features
which are missing or severely
deteriorated.

Installing a replacement feature that
does not convey the same visual
appearance.

NEW CONSTRUCTION
INFORMATION: 24
MECHANICAL

III. DESIGN R>R NEW CONSTRUCTION
INTERIOR: MECHANICAL SYSTEMS
These recommendations are especially appropriate for commercial or public
projects.
REC0rft1ENOED

NOT RECOMMENDED

For additions:

Installing a new mechanical system so
that character-defining structural or
interior features are radically
changed, damaged or destroyed.

Installing a completely new mechanical
system so that it causes the least
alteration or damage to the building's
floor plan, exterior elevations, and
historic building material.

Installing vertical runs of ducts,
pipes, and cables in closets, service,
rooms, and wall cavities.
Installing air conditioning units
in such a manner that the historic
materials and features are not
damaged or obscured.
Installing heating/air conditioning
units in the window frames so that
window frames and sash are protected.
(Window installations should be
considered only when all other
viable heating/cooling systems
would result in significant damage.)

Installing vertical runs of ducts,
pipes, and cables in places where
they wi11 obscure character-defining
features.

Removing historic cei1 ing or wall
materials to install mechanical
equipment in the walls.

Installing "dropped" acoustical
ceilings to hide mechanical equip
ment when ft destroys the historic
proportions of the building.
Radically changing the appearance of
the historic building or damaging or
destroying windows by installing
heating/air conditioning units in
window frames.

CONSERVATION
INFORMATION:
SPACES, ETC.
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OESIGM RlR CONSERVATION OF EXISTING BUILDINGS
!NTERloR: SPACES, FEA'ft.lRES, FINISHES
In order to safeguard against the erosion of design quality and to communicate
the special cultural qualities of the colonies, this section has been added to
the guidelines for application to buildings that are open to the public or
serve as commercial buildings. Overall this section accommodates utilitarian
needs whi1e respecting basic features-such as stairs, fireplaces, ancr mf1lworrc:. ·--
and the general configuration of spaces.
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Retaining and preserving a floor
plan or interior spaces: size,
configuration, proportion,
relationship of rooms and corridors;
relationship of features to spaces.

Radically changing a floor plan or
interior spaces.

Retaining and preserving historic
features and finishes; stairwork;
fireplaces and aantels; hardware;
light fixtures; floorin9; wall
finishes (plaster, wood); baseboards;
and other features that are important
in defining the overall ·historic
character of the building.
Routine maintenance: cleaning,
reapplication of protective coating
systems.
Repainting with colors that are
appropriate to the historic building.
Repairing interior features and
finishes by reinforcing the historic
materials or· replacing deteriorated
or massing parts in kind.

Altering the floor plan by
demolishing principal. walls and
partitions to create a new
appearance.
Altering or destroying interior
spaces by inserting floors, cutting
through floors, lowering ceilings,
adding or removing walls.

Relocating an interior feature as a
staircase so that the relationship
between features and spaces is
altered.
Removing, changing, or relocating
interior features or finishes.

Installing new decorative materia1
that obscures or damages historic
features or finishes.

Removing plaster from historically
finished surfaces to create a new
appearance, e.g., removing a plaster
from brick or stone walls to make the
building look "older".

CONSERVATION
INFORMATION:
SPACES, ETC.

I.
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DESIGN RJR CONSERVATION OF EXISTING BUILDINGS, continued
INTERIOR: SPACES� FEATURES, FINISHES

RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Applying paint, plaster, or other
finishes to surfaces that have been
historically unfinished.

Repainting with colors that are
inappropriate to the historic
building.

Failing to provide maintenance on a
cyclical schedule.
Replacing entire features when repair
or limited replacement of parts is
appropriate.

REPLACEMENT
INFORMATION: 27
SPACES, ETC.
II.

DESIGN R>R REPLACEMENT aEMENTS OF EXISTING BUILDINGS

INTERIOR: SPACES, FEATURES, FINISHES

Replacement for interiors is a strongly systemic activity, in that interior
design elements were conceived of as an integrated set of ·materials.
Consequently, the removal of one element may destroy the patt�rn. This is
especially true for trim or millwork. Piecing-in work is an_ appropr:i_ate -····
solution ta the replacement of a partially deteriorated trim set.
RECOftftt END ED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Replacing 1n kind an interior
feature or finish that is too
deteriorated to repair using
the historic element as the
prototype for appropriate
placement, shape, size, material,
profile, and finish.

Removing an interior feature that is
unrepairable and not replacing it.

Replacing an interior feature with a
new feature or finish that does not
convey the same visual appearance.

N�A CONSTRUCTION
INFORMATION: 28
SPACES, ETC.

III. DESIGN RlR NEW CONSTRUCTION
INTERIOR: SPACES, FEATORES, FlHisR£S
New construction in this section is limited to additions to existir.g buildings
and the standards are really some time-tested guidelines that have successfully
facilitated the adaptive reuse of historic buildings.
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Accommodating service functions
such as bathrooms, mechanical
equipment, and office machines in
secondary spaces, e.g., first
floor service areas or on upper floors.

Dividing rooms, lowering ceilings,
damaging or obscuring character
defining features.

Reusing materials and features in
the same building from which they
were removed.
Ins-ta 11 i ng permanent partitions
in secondary spaces.
Enclosing an interior stairway
(when required by code) so that
its character is retained. (Glazed
fire-rated walls may be used.)
Placing new code-required stairways
or elevators in secondary and
service areas.
Creating an atrium or light well to
provide natural light in a manner
that preserves character-defining
interior spaces, features, finishes,
and structural system.
Adding a new floor if required
in a manner that preserves
character-defining structural
features, interior spaces,
features and finishes.

Discarding historic material and
features when it can be reused or
relocated within the building.
Installing salvaged materials from
other buildings.
Installing permanent partitions that
damage or obscure character-defining
spaces, features, or finishes.
Enclosing an interior stairway with
fire-rated construction so that the
stairwell space or any historic
features are destroyed.

Radically changing, damaging, or
destroying historic spaces, features
or finishes when adding new code
required stairways and elevators.

Damaging or destroying interior
structural systems, spaces, features,
finishes in order to create an atrium
or 1 ight wa11.

Inserting a new floor that alters or
destroys the window openings; changes
a historic space; or obscures,
dama�es or destroys historic
detailing.

GUIDELINES
• Replacement for existing buildings
• New construction for additions and new_ buildings
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Hew house design based on Pinana Colonies Design 6aidelfnes.
By Michael Underhill, A.I.A., Chair of the Architecture Department
at Iowa State Uafversity.
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REPLACEMENT
GUIDELINE: 29
SITING

II.

DESIGN FOR REPLACEMENT aEMENTS FOR EXISTING BUILDINGS
stTIRG FEATURES

Many issues relating to the replacement of siting features are included in the
Land Use Plan, including the control of open space and lot sizes. Other than
sidewalks and driveways, the principal site feature is fencing. Historically
Amana fences are three or four board and post fences. Old kitchen houses, in
particular, had a four board fence.
RECOr+tENOED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Replacing in kind an entire
feature of the site that is
too deteriorated to repair
using the historic feature as
the prototype for appropriate
placement, shape, size, material,
profile, and color.

Removing a siting feature that is
not repairable and not replacing it.

Re�lacing buildings and outbuildings
respecting historic density; historic
open spaces, setbacks, and distances
between buildings; historic orientation
of buildings.
Replacing historic landscape features
and open spaces using the historic
elements as the prototype of appropriate
placement, shape, size, materials,
and colors.
Sidewalks: same as historic or
narrow concrete walk.

Replacing a siting feature with a
new feature that does not convey
the same visual appearance.

Relocating outbuildings. A feas
ibility study is required to prove
that a building cannot be repaired
or stabilized in its original
location.

Introducing siting features
incompatible with scale, density,
building massing, relationship
between buildings, size, material,
or color of those not present by
1932.

REPLACEMENT
GUIDELINE: 30
SITING

II.

DESIGN FDR REPLACEMENT aEMENTS FOR EXISTING BUILDINGS� continued
SITING FEATIJRES

RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Lan terns : same as historic or
wooden post 5-5 1/2' ta11, 5"
�quare or 5-6" in diameter,
natural color; metal and glass
4-sided lantern approximately
21 11 x 13", painted dark green or
black.

Tre•11 ises: same as historic or the
most common height: just above the
top of windows on the 1st floor or
be1ow the sill of 2nd floor windows;
made of wood, natural color.

Fences: same as historic or for
residences: post and board or pickett;
for commerc ia 1: post and board or
post and chain.

Post and board fences: same as
historic or wood; 3 or 4 rail
boards across, 6 11 wide; square
or round posts 42" high, 4"
square or 5 11 in diameter;
distance between posts 6-8 1_ .

Constructing fences of materials or
designs other than wooden post and
board.or pickett, e.g., chain link
fences.

REPLACEMENT
GU ID ELINE: 31
SITING

II.

DESIGN fOR REPLACEMENT aEMENTS FOR EXISTING BUILDINGS� continued
sIT!NG FEA"TtlRES

--------------------------------·· - ·---···--·
RECOMMENDED

Pickett fences: for residences,
same as historic or verttcal
picketts no wider than 3 11 and 42" high.

Rabatts: same as historic or made
of wooden planks or poured concrete.

NOT RECOMMENDED

Constructing rabatts of railroad ties
or landscape timbers.

N�N CONSTRUCTION
GUIDELINE: 32
SITING
III.

DESIGN FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION
SITING FEATURES

Signs, as part of siting, are covered in the Land Use Plan. There is little
evfdence of the existence of historic signage. When it ex·isted it was-i-oc,n·-------- ····
and everyday, a "closed" sign nailed to a tree. Gardening has been a special
siting feature and a true source of ornamentation for the villages. Since
vegetable and flower gardening have declined in recent years, perhaps new··
construction projects could look at alternative methods of adding color and
texture to the environment such as the naturalizing of some open spaces.
Historicallyt village buildings have a number of shapes (on plan) and
orientations with either the wide or narrow side facing the street or
sidewalk. Traditionally village houses face each other rather than the general
public. As for massing and its effect on siting, there are differences between
the requirements for additions to existing structure and for new buildings.
Additions are to be smaller than the historic building in height, width, and
length. In new construction a wing or other extension is to be smaller than
the main body but only in width and length, that is, it may be two stories if
the main body is.
RECOMMENDED

For additions:

Designing and constructing new
additions to historic buildings
that are compatible with the
historic character of the villages
in terms of size, scale, design,
material, color� and texture.
Designing new exterior additions
to historic buildings which are
compatible with the historic
character of the site and which
preserve the historic relationship
between a building or buildings,
-1 andscape features, and open space·.
Referring to the Land Use Pl an,
Phase II for minimum lot sizes,
setbacks, easements, driveways,
size of buildings, and the like.

NOT RECOMMENDED
Placing additions on a front or
side elevation.
Designing residential additions which
over scale the mass of the historic
building.

NEW CONSTRUCTION
GUIDELINE: 33
SITING

III.

DESIGN FUR NEW CONSTRUCTION, continued
SITING FEA'TURES: ADDITIONS

RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Placement of additions: on the
rear elevation only.
(Diagonal lines in diagrams
represent additions.)

Massing, residential additions:
to be smaller than the historic
building in bulk (height,
width, 1 ength).

Massing, commercial additions:
to be no larger than the height,
width, length of the historic
building.

Outdoor commercial spaces: not
adjacent or attached to a primary
elevation; and to be screened by
Amana-type historical landscaping,
e.g., wood fences, trellises, gardens.
Trellises: optional.

Rabatts: optional; if there is a
rabatt on the historic building,
continue the rabatt on the addition
for hori zonta 1 a 1 i gnment.

Attaching outdoor commercial spaces
to a primary elevation.

Allowing outdoor commercial spaces to
be unscreened, or screened by
elements other than Amana-type
landscaping, e.g., installing awnings
over outdoor eating areas on a
primary elevation.

N�M CONSTRUCTION
GUIDELINE: 34
SITING
III.

DESIGN RJR NEW CONSTRUCTION, continued
SITING FEA'ftJRES: AbbtnoHs

---------------------------------------- ----RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Garages and carports: preferred,
entrance should not face ·a
primary elevation.
Garages: gable roof with 7/12 pitch
or shed roof; clapboard, horizontal
siding, or vertical board and batten;
plain wood; 4• trim.
Carports: single car width; gable
roof with 7/12 pitch or shed roof;

Building carports of metal or
synthetic elements.

Outdoor lighting: medium to low
intensity; design to be small, plain,
unornamented.

Installing bright, oversized,
ornamented, or thematic lighting,
e.g., lanterns other·than the
Amana type.

wood posts.

Dish antennae: located adjacent to
non-primary elevations, away from
streets and walks, mesh-type,
dark color.

NE1.., CONSTRUCTION
GUIDELINE: 35
SITING

III.

DESIGN FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION. continued

SITING FEATORES: NEW BUILDINGS

RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Ne� buildings:
Designing and constructing new
buildings which are compatible
with the historic character of
the villages in terms of size,
scale, design, material, color
and texture.

Designing and constructing new
bujldings which over scale historic
Arnana buildings.

Designing new buildings which
are compatible with the historic
character of the site and which
preserve the historic relationship
between a building or buildings,
landscape features, and open spaces.

Adding new siting features which are
incompatible with the villages'
historic appearance in tenns of size
scale, design, material, color, and
texture.

Referring to the Land Use Plan,
Phase II for minimum lot sizes,
setbacks, easements, driveways,
size-of buildings, and the like.

Designing round or square shaped
buildings.

Building footprints: primary
volume to be a 1 ong rectangle
or a rectangle and wing.

c:=t cJ � D
Bulk (height, width, length):
Refer to Land Use Plan. Phase II.

Designing buildings with a void
rather than a solid mass facing
the street.

NEW CONSTRUCTION
GU ID ELI NE: 36
SITING
III.

DESIGN FOR NEV CONSTRUCTION� continued
SITING FEAniRES: rial BUILDINGS

______________________ ___________
__;_

NOT RECOMMENDED
-------------------------------REC0"'1ENDED

Massing: simple rectangular
massing of 1, 11/2, or 2 stories.
Massing: intersecting elementsa main block and a wing; the wing
or extension to be smaller than
the body of the building in bulk
(width and length).
Q

LS�

�ui•,��

Pl�n Vit-�

Outdoor commercial spaces: not
adjacent to or attached to a
primary elevation; to be screened
by Amana-type historical landscaping,
e.g., wood fences, trellises, gardens.

Enclosing or screening outdoor eating
areas with elements other than Arnana
type landscaping.

Trellises: optional.
Rabatts: optiona1.

Garages and carports: optional,
entrance should not face a
-primary elevation.
Garages: single or double car
width; gable roof with 7/12
pitch or shed roof; clapboard
or horizontal siding.
Carports: single car width;
gable roof with 7/12 pitch or
shed roof; wood or asphalt
shingles; wood posts.

Building carports of metal or
synthetic elements.

-·-
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NEW CONSTRUCTION
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III. DESIGN R>R NEW CONSTRUCTION, continued

SITING FEATURES: NEW BUILDINGS

RECOMMENDED

Outdoor lighting: medium to low
intensity; design to be small,
plain, unornamented.

Dish antennae: optional, located
adjacent to non-primary elevations,
away from streets and walks, mesh-type,
dark color.

NOT RECOMMENDED

REPLACEMENT
GUIDELINE: 38

ROOFS

II.

DESIGN RJR REPLACEMENT B.EMENTS FOR EXISTING BUILDINGS

EXTER101: ROOFS

Replacement requires the replication of the historic roof because it is such an
important design feature. Maintaining roof form and visual appearance-·will
help ensure continuity among buildings no matter their age, condition or use.
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Replacing a roof or features too
deteriorated to repair using the
historic roof to guide the new work.

Removing and not replacing a feature
that is unrepairable.

Roof type: same as historic or
gable roof with 7/12 pitch.

Overhang: s�111e as historic.
Eaves: same as historic or traditional
round eave and spouting, left
unpainted or painted white.

Replacing historic features on
primary elevations with ones which do
not convey the same appearance:
cupolas, cresting, dormers, vents, or
weathervanes.
Replacing a roof with any other than
the historic roof type or pitch.

Shingles: historic material (wood
or slate) or wood or asphalt shingles.

Replacing a roof with any other
material than wood or slate (if
historic) or asphalt shingles, e.g.,
no rolled roofing, corrugated steel
roofing, or tile.

Protective coating: for wood, wood
preservative or stain that allows
aging to show.

Adding features on primary elevations
which were not present historically:
cresting, cupolas, dormers,
skylights, solar panels, vents,
weathervanes.

Shingle color: medium grey to dark
grey or brown tone.

NEW CONSTRUCTION
GU I DELINE: 39
ROOFS
III. DESIGN, FDR NEW. CONSTRUCTION
EXTERIOR: ROOFS: ADDITIONS
Roofs for new buildings are prescribed in tenns of form and covering
material. Dormers have been a minor feature and should be f nterpreted that way
today.
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

For additions:
Designing and constructing a
gable roof with a 7/12 pitch.

Designing or constructing a new roof
with any other type than a gable roof
with a 7/12 pitch.

Shingles: same material as
historic building.

Shingle color: medium grey
to dark grey.

Designing and constructing dormers of
any kind·on primary elevatio ns
(sides).

Adding new features which are not
compatible with the historic
character of the villages: cupolas,
cresting, skyli-ghts, solar panels,
vents, or weathervanes.
Using histortc or salvaged roof or
roof features.

NEW CONSTRUCTION
GU ID ELI NE: 40
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DESIGN FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION. continued

EXTERIOR:

ROOFS:

NEW BUILDINGS

RECOf.NENDEO

NOT RECOMMENDED

New buildings:
Designing and constructing a
gable roof with a 7/12 pitch.

Designing or constructing a new roof
with any other type than a gable roof
with 7 /12 pitch.

Shingles: asphalt or wood.

Using any roofing material except
asphalt or wood shingles.

Shingle color: medium grey to dark
grey or brown tones.
Dormers: optional, gable or
shed roof dormers on other
than primary elevation.

Using historic or salvaged roof
materials as features.
Building dormers on any elevation
except the rear.

Constructing any dormer roof type
other than gable or shed, e.g., no
flat, hipped, mansard roof, or wall
dormers.

Adding new features which are not
compatible with the historic
character of the villages: cupolas,
cresting, skylights, solar panels,
vents, weathervanes.

REPLACEMENT

GUIDELINE:
MASONRY

II.
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DESIGN FOR REPLACEMENT aEMENTS FOR EXISTING BUILDINGS

EXTERIOR: MAsONRY

Categories: 1. cladding-brick and sandstone
2. foundations and plinths
3. chimneys
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Replacing masonry walls or
features that are too
deteriorated to repair using
the historic element as the
prototype for appropriate
placement, shape, size,
material, profile, and color.

Removing a masonry feature that is
unrepairable and not replacing it.

Foundation: same
placement; shape;
(stucco allowed);
coursing; height;

Replacing a masonry feature with a
new feature or material that does not
convey the same visual appearance.

Plinth: ·same as historic placement,
shape, size, aa.terial, profile;
thickness, coursing, height,
window openings or approximately
40" to the edge of the bevel.
Chimneys: saae as historic placement;
material (stucco allowed); shape;
size; profilei coursing; height.

UA!dld

Adding features which were not
historically present.

as historic
size; material
profile; thickness;
window openings.

�ritt, P,t
WA.I

Excepting chimneys, replacing brick
wa 11 s or features with hard-fired
bricks.

Replacing masonry chimneys with
exposed metal chimneys.

� � Kia.I I

-r un?.iVe4

Brick: same as historic placement,
shape, size, thickness, coursing,
colors or soft-fired brick
approximately 8 1/8" x 2 1/8" x 4".

Mortar joint� brick: same as
profile no
historic or nush
wider than l/2 H , light brown color.

Exposing structural features of
chimneys: foundation, breast, or
stack on the exterior of buildings.

NEW CONSTRUCTION

GUIDELINE:

MASONRY
III.
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DESIGN FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION

EXTERIOR: MASONRY: ADDITIONS

Color is an essential element in new work, no matter the material. Color is
the kind of design element that will create visual continuity among structures
regardless of their age or use. As for sandstone, local material, because of
its color and texture, is preferred.
REC0""1EN0E0

NOT RECOMMENDED

For additions:

Designing and constructing additions
for masonry buildings of any material
other than brick, sandstone, or
clapboard.

Designing and constructing masonry
additions for historic masonry
buildings or clapboard additions
for historic masonry buildings.
Maintaining the horizontal alignment
between the historic buildings and
the new addition, e.g., the foundation
or plinth line, height of windows, etc.

Stone additions: compatible color
and coursing with the historic building.
Brick additions: compatible color and
bonding with the historic building.

Foundation or plinth: concrete, brick,
sandstone, or limestone.
Chimneys: located anywhere on the
roof line; brick only; plain stack
with modest corbelling.

Designing an addition using a com
bination of more than two materials.

Designing an addition with masonry
on only one or two of its elevations.
Constructing an addition from soft
fired brick salvaged from historic
Pmana buildings.

Using mottled or "used" brick to
create a historic appearance.

Disregarding the horizontal alignment
between the historic building and the
new addition.

Exposing structural features of
chimneys: foundation, breast, or
stack on the exterior of additions.

Exposing metal chimneys or using a
material other than brick to enclose
them.
Using historic or salvaged masonry,
including old clay brick.

N�A CONSTRUCTION
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DESIGN FDR NEW CONSTRUCTION� continued
EXTER]OR: MAsONRY: NEW sOttotNGS

RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMM ENO ED

For new buildings:
Designing and constructing new
buildings of brick or sandstone.

Designing and co nstructing new
masonry buildings of materials other
than brick or sandstone.

Sandstone: stone can be of
varying sizes, dressed and
laid up in an ashlar pattern.

Designing a new building using a
combination of more than two
materials.
Designing a new building with masonry
on only one or two of its elevations.
Using modular or uniform sized
sandstone blocks laid up in any
other pattern than ashlar.

Constructing a new building from
soft-fired brick salvaged from
historic Amana buildings.

Brick: hard-fired, brick facing,
of a low intensity, dark red color,
mortar joints to be narrow and flush.
Foundation: concrete, brick,
sandstone, or 1 imestone.
P1 i nth: optional, concrete,
approximately 40 11 above grade.
Chimneys: located anywhere on the
roof line; brick only; plain stack
with modest corbelling.

Using inappropriately colored brick,
e.g., bright red or yellow.

Using mottled or "used 11 brick to
create a historic appearance.

Exposing structural features of
chimneys: foundation, breast, or
stack on the exterior.

Exposing metal chimneys or using a
material other than brick to enclose
them.
Using historic or salvaged masonry,
including old clay brick.
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DESIGN FUR REPLACEMENT aEMENTS FOR EXISTING BUILDINGS

EX I ERIOR: CLAPBOARD AND WOOD FEA ruRES

To date clapboard siding too often has been replaced with vinyl or metal siding
made to look like clapboards. There is a danger is using these-inateria1s- is that they do not allow a building to breathe, or allow for the normal movement
of 111Jisture through a building, thus trapping moisture in walls. The savings
that one assumes in exterior maintenance costs can be more than compensated for
by damage to structure and interior walls.
Historically, .&.lana clapboard treatment allowed the wood to age naturally.
There is no appropriate color for replacement siding. As indicated below a
stain/preservative that allows age to show is reco11111ended.
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Replacing asbestos or asphalt
shingles or siding or vinyl or
aluminum siding with wooden clapboards.

Creating a false historic appearance
because the replaced feature is
based on insufficient historic,
pictorial, and physical documentation.

Replacing missing wood features
using the historic element as
the prototype for appropriate
placement, shape, size, material,
profile, and color.
Clapboards: same as historic or
beveled boards approximately 4"
wide, 1/2" thick on weather end;
coated with wood preservative or
stain that allows aging to show.
Gable returns: same as historic
or make up of several boards
including a narrow return.

Introducing wood features
ihcompatible in size, scale, material
and color or one that was not present
by 1932: gable returns, dentils,
pentroofs, elaborate cornices and
moldings, decorative gable finish,
change of material in gable, e.g.,
shingles.
Replacing cladding with metal or
vinyl siding or asbestos shingles.
(Wood siding must be replaced with
wood; synthetic siding may be
replaced with synthetic siding.)

Replacing cladding with a combination
of cladding materials, e.g., shingles
and clapboard or stucco and timbers.
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DESIGN RlR REPLACEMENT aEMENTS RlR EXISTING BUILDINGS, continued
AND
FEATURES

EXTERIOR: CLAPBOARD

wooo

RECOMMENDED

Cornerboards: same as historic
or narrow, 3-4• wide, 3/4" thick;
coated with wood preservative,
stain that allows aging, or
white paint.
Foundation: same as historic
placement, shape, size, material,
profile, thickness, coursing,
height, window openings.

NOT RECOMMENDED

NE'..J CONSTRUCTION
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III. DESIGN FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION
EXTERIOR: Ci.APBOARD AND WOOD F.EA'ruRES: ADDITIONS
In order to make it clear in each village and on each building which portions
of existing buildings or which whole buildings are non-historic, liistorfc or··-- salvaged clapboard or other wood features may not be used for new exterior
cons true ti on.
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

For additions:
Designing and constructing
additions of wood clapboard.

Designing and constructing additions
of aluminum, asbestos, or vinyl
siding; asphalt or wood shingles;
stucco and timber; or any combination
of clapboard with another material,
e.g., clapboard and masonry.

Designing all siding to be
hori zonta 1.
Clapboard color: should be the
same value as the historic building,
e. g·. dark to dark or 1 i ght to
light; protected with wood
preservative, stain that allows
aging to show, or painted in
warm grey-brown shades.
Gable returns: optional, made
up of several boards including
a narrow return.
Cornerboards: 3-4 11 wide; coated
with wood preservative, stain
that allows aging to show, or
wh i te pa i n t .

Using siding nailed up at any angle.

Cladding with metal or vinyl siding
or asbestos lhingles.

Constructing foundations of brick,
sandstone, or a material other than
concrete.
Designing any ornamental treatment
for the gable.

Adding features which were not
historically present in the villages.
Installing shutters or awnings.

NEW CONSTRUCTION
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III. DESIGN FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION. continued
EXTERIOR: CLAPBOARD AND wooo FEATORES: ADDITIONS
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Garages and carports: preferred,
entrance should not face ·a
primary elevation.
Garages: gable roof with 7/12
pftch or shed roof; clapboard or
horizontal siding; 4" trim.

Carports: single car width; gable
roof with 7/12 pitch or shed roof;
wood or asphalt shingles; wood posts.

Installing ornamented garage doors.
Using historic or salvaged clapboard
or wood features.
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DESIGN FOR NBI CONSTRUCTION, continued
E<TERIOR: cLAP8oARO AND wooO FEATURES: NEW B01LD!NGS

------------------------------ -------RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

New buildings:

Designing and constructing new
buildings of aluminum, asbestos, or
vinyl siding; asphalt or wood
shingles; stucco; stucco and timber;
or any combination of clapboard with
another material, e.g., clapboard and
masonry.

Designing and constructing new
buildings of wood clapboard.

Designing all siding to be horizontal.

Clapboard color: warm, grey-brown
shades for stain or paint.

Using siding nailed up at any angle.

Gable returns: optional, made
up of several boards including
a narrow return.

Cladding with metal or vinyl siding
or asbestos shingles.

Cornerboards: 3-4" wide; coated
with same color as main body of
building or white.

Constructing foundations of brick,
sandstone, or a material other than
concrete.

Garages and carports: preferred,
entrances should not face a primary
elevation.

Garages: single or double car width;
gable roof with 7/12 pitch or shed
roof; clapboard or horizontal siding;
4 11 trim.
Carports: single car width; gable
roof with 7/12 pitch or shed roof;
wood or asphalt shingles; wood posts.

Designing any ornamental treatment
for the gable.

Adding features which were not
historically present in the villages.
Installing shutters or awnings.

Painting garage doors white.

Building carports of metal or
synthetic elements.

Using historic or salvaged clapboard
or other wood features.
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DESIGN FOR REPLACEMENT aEMENTS FOR EXISTING BUILDINGS

EXTERI<ll: ENTRANCES

The key decision in replacing entrances is to conceive .of the entrance as a
system, in that all the individual elements combine to make the entrance-a --- -- · -- ---·
successful design. No part operates on its own. Each part contributes to the
overall effect. The simplicity and dignity of the entrance is maintained in
this way.
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Replacing an entry that is too
deteriorated to repair using
the historic element as the
prototype for appropriate placement,
shape, size, 11aterial, profile,
and co1or.

Removing an entrance that is
unrepairable and not rep1acing it.

Hood: same as historic or wood
material, projecting no more
than 3' from wll and extending
no more than 6 d on either side
of the trim, with no ornamentation;
may be supported by· plain 3-part
wooden brackets.

Hood types: same as historic or
gable, flat (shed) or segmental.

r:::::::::::, ,�
Oripcap: same as historic or
narrow wood cap directly above
doQr, _projecting approximately
2-J" f"rOm the wall.

Removing an entrance and replacing it
with a new one that does not convey
the same visual appearance.

Using substitute materials for
missing or deteriorated elements.

Adding porches, decks, terraces, or
patios.

Replacing wooden hoods with any
other material than wood, e.g., no
metal, aluminum, plastic, canvas or
synthetic materials.
Introducing a roof shape for a hood
other than gable, f1at (shed) or
segmented.

Suppor.ting hoods with any element
other than brackets or plain wood
posts.
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DESIGN FOR REPLACEMENT aEMENTS FOR EXISTING BUILDINGS, continued
EXTERIOR: ENTRANCES

RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Transom: same as historic or
narrow wood sash sized to
correspond to the historic
opening which was approximately
11 1/2" high� 36" wide; undivided
glass or 3 vertical muntins,
clear glass.

Installing fanlights, circle-top,
segmental, diamond, patterned, or
colored or beveled glass transoms.

I

f

undivided

I I I 1

, vertical IY\11rntin�

Door: same as historic or wood paneled.

Rai·lings: same as historic or wood,
narrow rectangular posts; 1 or 2
boards in the balustrade.

Replacing historic hardware with new
or decorative hardware or hardware
with a highly reflective finish, e.g.
no polished brass.
Building wing walls of any material.
Replacing a historic door with a
panel-and-glass door or double doors.
Replacing wood railing with metal
(pipe or wrought iron) or plastic
ra i1 ing.

Enclosing the entrance with full
height walls of any material� e.g.,
no vestibules or airlocks.
Stoop: (landing and steps) same
as historic or wood or concrete
steps only slightly wider than door.
Steps: same as historic or wood
or concrete with both risers and
treads, open or closed stringers.

Replacing historic steps with brick,
stone ¥ metal or landscaping timber
steps or steps with open risers.
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DESIGN FOR REPLACEMENT aEMENTS FOR EXISTING BUILDINGS, continued
EXTERIOR: ENTRAtiCES

RECOMMEND ED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Trim: same as historic or wood,
plain faced, not more than 4 11 wide.

Applying molded trim with
inappropriate profiles (Colonial,
Victorian pilasters or moldings).

Color, wood features: wood
preservative, stain that allows
aging to show, or white paint.

NEW CONSTRUCTION
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DESIGH FOR N8J CONSTRUCTION
EXTERIOR: ENTRANCES: ADOITIONS

Because of the need to distinguish entrances for additions from those for new
buildings, a distinction has been made between the kinds .of. steps _that .ar:e. ---------permitted.

Similarly, hoods for additions are limited to historic types, but new_ ··- .....
construction has three other choices, all variations on historic designs.
Color treatment for entrances is consistent with policy for other elements:
additions can use wood preservatives or stain or paint but new construction is
limited ta stain or paint only.

A wood paneled door is a character defining element for an entrance and is
preferred for all construction, although a metal paneled door is allowed.

Until a more appropriate product is available, entrance hardware should be
limited to what is simple, plainly styled and compatible.
Historic or salvaged doors or entrance features may not be used for new
exterior construction.
RECOr-NENOED

NOT RECOMMEND ED

For additions:

Adding entrance features which were
not historically present in the
villages: classical porticoes,
colunms, pilasters, colonial
elements, sidelights, fanlights,
awnings, or decorative elements.

Designing and constructing entrances
which are compatible with the historic
bui 1 ding.
Hoods: optional.

Hood types: unornamented gable,
flat (shed), or segmental.

Hood dimensions: projecting no
more than 3 1 from wall, extending
no more than G• on either side of
trim.
Hood supports: optional, plain
3-part wooden brackets.

Adding porches, decks, terraces, or
patios on primary elevations.

Constructing overdoor entrance
features other than a wooden hood or
dripcap.
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DESIGN RJR NEW CONSTRUCTION� continued·
EXTERIOR: BffRANCES, ADDITIONS

RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Dripcaps: optional.

Installing
transoms larger than 36 11
11
x 15 or any other shape, pattern, or
glassi:fia:rr in the 11 recornmended 11 column,
e.g., ms.circle-top, segmental, dia
mond, a�·QOlored or beveled glass,
transo!OSI.J.

Transom: optional, rectangular
clear glass with no divisions,
36 11 x 11 1/2-15", may be stationary
or operable {an awning window).
Railing: optional, wood narrow
rectangular posts; 1 or 2 rails.
Stoop: small, slightly wider than door.
Steps: number optional, wood or
concrete with both risers and
treads, open or closed stringers.

Instalili� metal (pipe or wrought
iron) oril�lastic railing or building
wing walls of any material.
.. 1

!

Enclosing the entrance with full
heig�t walls of any material, e.g.,
no exte�ior vestibules or airlocks.
1er

Trim: plain-faced boards, no
more than 4 11 wide.

Constructing steps of any other
mater.i�b than wood or concrete or
steps with open risers.

Color-of wood features:·-wood
preservative, stain that allows
aging to show, or white paint.

Apply�JCP9 molded trim with inappro
priatelprafiles (Colonial, Victorian
p�laste�s or moldings).

Entrance light: optional, small,
plain, unornamented.
Door: wood or metal paneled,
( wood preferred).

Hardware: plainly styled,
simple, with flat finish.

Inst�liillQ oversized or thematic
porch lights, e.g., lanterns,
Colonial, or Victorian lights.
,

..

Insta)ling panel-and-glass doors.

Installing decorative or Colonial
hardware, strap hinges, hidden
hinges, or hardware with highly
reflective finish.

Using historic or salvaged doors or
entrance features.
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DESIGN FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION, continued
N� BUILDINGS

EXTERIOR: EMTRAtiCES:

RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

For new buildings:
Designing and constructing
entrances which are compatible
with the villages• historic
appearance.

Adding entrance features which were
not historically present in the
villages: classical porticoes,
columns, pilasters, colonial
elements, sidelights, fanlights,
awnings, or decorative elements.

Hoods: optional.

Hood types: unornamented gable,
flat (shed), or segmental.

c:::::-:i �
b:tbl�

6a.ble,

=
�
fltt-r �t4!Y\tK-ta.l

Adding porches, decks, terraces or
patios.

Constructing overdoor entrance
features other than a wooden hood
or dripcap.

vCl� �
bdb/t, &ttbll. �ttl} mt 1-<.-+aL,
Hood dimensions: projecting no more
than 3 1 from wall, extending no irore
than 6" on either side of trim.
Hood supports: optional, plain
3-part wooden brackets.
Dripcaps: optional.

Transom: optional, rectangular
clear glass with no divisions;
36" x 11 1/2-15", may be stationary
or operable (an awning window).
Rail; ng: optiona 1 , wood with
narrow wooden rectangular
balusters· and a narrow handrail;
2 boards in the balustrade.

Installing transoms larger than
36" x 15" or any other shape,
pattern, or glass than in the
"recommended" column, e.g., no
circle-top, segmental, diamond, or
colored or beveled gla.ss transoms.

Installing metal (pipe or wrought
iron) or plastic railing or building
wing walls of any material.
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DESIGM FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION. continued
EXTERIOR: ENTRANCES: NEY BOttonms

RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Stoop: small, slightly wider than door.· Enclosing the entrance with full
height walls of any material, e.g.,
Steps: number optional,
no exterior vestibules or airlocks.
closed stringers.
Applying molded faces,
Trim: plain-faced boards, no
inappropriate profiles (Colonial or
more than 4 11 wide.
Victorian), or pilasters to trim.
Color of wood features: stain that
allows aging to show or white paint.
Entrance light: optional, small,
plain, unornamented.
Door: wood or metal paneled (wood
preferred).
Hardware: plainly styled, simple,
with flat finish.

Installing oversized or thematic
outdoor lights, e.g., lanterns,
Colonial, or Victorian lights.
Installing panel-and-glass
doors.

Installing decorative or Colonial
hardware, strap or hidden hinges, or
hardware with highly reflective
finish.

Using historic or salvaged doors or
entrance features.
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DESIGN RJR REPLACEMENT aEMENTS FOR EXISTING BUILDINGS

EXTERIOR: WINDOWS

It is permissible to replace an entire window if it is too deteriorated to
repair or if the window is completely missing. If the original window's form
and detailing are still evident, use the pattern to guide the· new work.
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Replacing severely deteriorated
or missing elements using the
historic element as a prototype
for material, size, shape.

Cutting new openings on primary
elevations.

Number, size, and placement:
ta correspond to the historic opening.
Window division: same as historic
window.
Glazing: single or double
(insulating) clear glass.

Glazing patterns: configurations and
depth to be the same as·historic.
Glass size:

8" X 10 11 •

same as historic or

Material: wood.

Color: wood preservative > stain that
allows aging to show or white paint.

Lintel and arch: same as historic
material, size > shape.
Sills:

same as historic.

Replacing historic sash with one
which does not convey the same
appearance: awning, bay, bow,
casement, fanlight, hopper,
horizontal, picture, shaped tops
(circle-top, peaked, segmental,
angled), or transoms other than
those specified in Entrances,
Section II.
Adding windows or features which
were not historically present,
shutters or awnings.

Replacing historic operable windows
with non-operable (stationary)
windows.
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DESIGM FOR REPLACEMENT aEMENTS FOR EXISTING BUILDINGS, continued
EXTERIOR: WINDOWS

RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Trim: same as historicu or plain
boards no wider than 4 . •

Muntins: the ACLUO Guidelines permit non-permanent or removable muntins (fake,
snap-in, pop-in, or removable grilles or muntins).
Note that the Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Historic Preservation
Projects do not allow anything but permanent muntins which retain the historic
muntin profi'Te." Owners who wish to apply for tax credits should be aware that
removable or fake muntins are not permitted.
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DESIGN RlR NBI CONSTRUCTION

EXTERIOR:

wmeows

Design for new construction as an addition to an existing building should be
compatible with the overall design of the existing building. ···· · · · ·--·-·- ---Historically J!mana windows have been arranged in a vertical format as double
hung windows with a checkrail. Historic placement included the 9/6 window on
either the first or second level and the 6/6 on the second and attic levels.
There are 4/4 windows on·one story houses. Square windows and long narrow sash
have been used in cellars and attics. In new construction vertical placement
is to be maintained but other historic patterns may be modified. Windows other
than divided light windows, such as 1/1, may be used; windows may be stacked;
and the ratio of window to wall may be increased. In sum, windows may be used
to make buildings look modern yet compatible with the historic context. Stock
windows are recotlll1ended because of their availability and standardized sizes
rather than custom windows.
Historic or salvaged building materials may not be used for new exterior
construction.
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DESIGN R>R NEW CONSTRUCTION, continued

EXTERIOR: WINDOWS: ADDITIONS

RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

For .additions:
Additional windows on rear
or other non-primary elevations.

Designing windows for additions
from the following chart:
Types

Sash Dimension
(width X height)

Operation

O.H.

11
#2
#3

28 •

X

4 1 6 11

O.H.

11 1/2-15"

square

s.

S. or O.
(awning)

Abbreviations: O.H. double-hung
stationary (fixed)
S.
operable
0.

8

B

8

6/6
9/6

or O.

s.
X

9/6

upper levels or
square
gable end of attic

15
#6

Approximates
the Historic

o.

S. or

35•

1st floor only

O.H.

#4

17

Placement

[l1

cellar, attic

above entrances

cellar, attic
transom

..
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DESIGN R>R NEW CONSTRUCTION. continued

EXTERIOR: WINDOWS: ADDITIONS

RECOMM ENO ED

NOT RECOr,t,1ENDED

Fenestration: single windows with
no transoms or other windows above.

Installing new windows that are
incompatible with the historic
building's appearance in terms of
shape, size, material, and color.

Glazing: single or double
{insulating) clear glass.

Glazing pattern: 1/1 only.

Material and color:
1. wood treated with preservative,
stain that allows aging to
show, or ,,.,;te paint or
2. clad wood (wood construction
clad with aluminum or vinyl)
· with white finish.
Lintels and sills: plain
unornamented lintels, segmental
arches, drip caps, and sills.

Trim: plain boards no roore
than 4" in width, finished .with
a wood preservative, stain that
allows aging to show, or white paint.
Ceilings: to allow for the full height
of the window opening, a setback is
required in the design of dropped
ceilings.

\OILIDOU

Installing any window type, sash,
operation, or placement not listed
in the recommended chart.

Grouping windows, e.g., no paired or
triple windows.
Installing tinted window glass.

Installing shutters or awnings.

Using historic or salvaged windows
or features.
Constructing new floor or furred-down
ceilings which cut across the glazed
areas.of windows so that the exterior
form and appea ranee of the windows
are changed.

NEW CONSTRUCTION

GUIDELINE:
WINDOWS

III.
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DESIGN RlR NEW CONSTRUCTION� continued
EXTERIOR: WINDOWS: NEW BUilO!NGS

RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

For new buildings:
Designing windows for new buildings
from the fallowing chart.
Types

Sash Dimension
{width x height)

#2

36· X 6 1 2 11
32• X 4'2"

13

28•

X

4'6"

14

32 •

X

32 11

11

,s

16
1#7

O.H.

36•

Abbrevi.ations:

. Placement
1st floor only

O.H.

s.

s.

28" X 32 11

32•

Operation

X

16 11

X

11 1/2-15 11

O.

O.H.

9/6

or O.

square

or 0.

square

s.

cellar, attic,
transom

S. or O.
(awning}

stationary (fixed)
operable

B 8 8

9/6
6/6

D.H. double-hung

s.

Approximates
the Historic

a

•

I
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DESIGH FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION, continued

EXTERIOR: WINDOWS: NBil BUILDINGS

RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Fenestration : no Ill) re than
2 windows together (paired);

Installing new windows that are
incompatible with the district's
historic character.

\BIBI

no more than 2 across
{horizontally) on a primary
elevation;

EB

on a rear e1evation, 2 windows may
be arranged vertically, e.g., a
type 11 and type #7.
lt=m:::U
Glazing: single or double
{insulating) clear glass.
Glazing pattern: 1/1 only.

Material and color:
1. wood treated with preservative •
stain that allows aging to show,
or white paint, or
2. clad wood (wood construction
clad with aluminum or vinyl}
with white finish.

Lintels and sills: plain unornamented
lintels, segmental arches, drip caps,
and si 11 s.

Trim: plain boards no larger than 4 11
with a wood preservative, stain that
allows aging to show, o� white paint.

Installing any window type, sash,
operation or placement not listed
in the "recommended" chart.
Constructing windows to be wider
than two windows across.
Installing tinted window glass.
Using historic or salvaged windows or
features.

DEMOLITION:
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DEMOLITION AND/OR REMOVAL, continued
4.

Photographs of the structure must be taken from all sides and must
accompany the original application for demolition. The application shall
also be accompanied by dimensions of the structure and precise location
of the structure on the lot.

5.

Any significant structural components that can be saved for further use
should be carefully removed and stored for further use. This would
include the Amana brick windows, doors� hardware and any other such
items.

6.

Removal is the responsibility of the owner(s) of the land on which the
structure is located.

7.

Removal can be accomplished by the fo llowing methods: dismantling; mass
removal with heavy equipment, moving structure intact as a unit; on-site
burning.

8.

If on-site burning is the method of choice for removal, the surrounding
property owners and proper authorities must be notified at least five
days in advance of the actual burning. Pennission to burn the structure
must be obtained from the local fire chief and a qualified individual
must be present to supervise the actual burning. All debris remaining
after the burning shall be removed.

9.

The moving of a historic Amana building is not recommended because the
removal from the original site will change the visual impact of the
surrounding area. Every effort should be made to find an adaptive use
for the building on site.

DEMOLITION:

.,
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DEMOLITION AHO/OR REMOVAL
When a building or structure becomes deteriorated so that it no longer can be
used or becomes a safety hazard it may become necessary that it be removed or
demolished. The fallowing procedure must be followed:
1.
2.

A feasibility study is required to prove that a building cannot be
repaired or stabilized in its original location.

A zoning permit application for demolition must be submitted to the Land
Use Administrator. The request must be reviewed and approved by the
Historic Preservation Commission. When a zoning permit application for
demolition of a structure within the Historic District is received by the
administrator, it shall be necessary to post a written public notice of
such request seven days before such a request is to be acted on by the
Historic Preservation Commission. Final approval rests with the ALCUD
Board of Trustees.

In reviewing an application for a zoning permit for demolition or removal
the Historic ?.reservation Commission and the ALCUD Board of Trustees
shall consider the following:

a.
b.

Is the building of such old and unusual or uncommon design,
texture, and material that it could not be reproduced or reproduced
only with great difficulty?

c.

would retention of the building help preserve and protect an
historical place or the Historic District?

d.

Would retention of the building promote the general welfare by
maintaining and increasing real estate values; generating business;
creating new positions; attracting tourists; attracting new
residents; stimulating interest and.study in architecture and
design; educating citizens in Amana culture and heritage; and
making the Amanas a more attractive and desirable place in which to
1 ive?

e.
3.

Is the building of such architecture or interest that its removal
would be a detriment to the public interest?

Would demolition of the building or structure adversely affect the
cohesiveness and historical significance of the historic district
as a whole?

After final approval by the ACLUD Board of Trustees, a waiting period of
six months shall be imposed before actual demolition. In cases of
extreme conditions when dangers to the public may exist, this waiting
period may be waived by action of the Board of Trustees.

